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Named by Time magazine as one of the 100 most important innovators of the century, Tariq
Ramadan is a leading Muslim scholar, with a large following especially among young European and
American Muslims. Now, in his first book written for a wide audience, he offers a marvelous
biography of the Prophet Muhammad, one that highlights the spiritual and ethical teachings of one
of the most influential figures in human history. In the Footsteps of the Prophet is a fresh and
perceptive look at Muhammad, capturing a life that was often eventful, gripping, and highly charged.
Ramadan provides both an intimate portrait of a man who was shy, kind, but determined, as well as
a dramatic chronicle of a leader who launched a great religion and inspired a vast empire. More
important, Ramadan presents the main events of the Prophet's life in a way that highlights his
spiritual and ethical teachings. The book underscores the significance of the Prophet's example for
some of today's most controversial issues, such as the treatment of the poor, the role of women,
Islamic criminal punishments, war, racism, and relations with other religions. Selecting those facts
and stories from which we can draw a profound and vivid spiritual picture, the author asks how can
the Prophet's life remain -- or become again -- an example, a model, and an inspiration? And how
can Muslims move from formalism -- a fixation on ritual -- toward a committed spiritual and social
presence? In this thoughtful and engaging biography, Ramadan offers Muslims a new
understanding of Muhammad's life and he introduces non-Muslims not just to the story of the
Prophet, but to the spiritual and ethical riches of Islam.
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This biography of Prophet Muhammad can be called a "spiritual biography" that tells the story of a
life but emphasizes decisions, revelations, and the spiritual and emotional lessons therein.
Emerick's biography of the Prophet and that by Karen Armstrong are good, this is better.
Incidentally, it hints at the paranoia of those in government who cancelled the author's visa while he
was en route to teach at Notre Dame University. (I taught there briefly and can assure you that it is
not a hot bed of radicalism.)The position of women, place of jihad, role of law, and relations with
non-Muslims are totally different than the media caricatures and also different from some
Fundamentalist politicization and corruptions.Under duress and attack we see un Islamic practices
claiming to be Fundamental (the Western media is more than happy to second that claim). One
needs to know that the Shari'a is partly a product, close to two centuries later, that evolved to
empower scholarly elite promoting its own interests by which time patriarchal elements had also
degraded practice regarding women some - although women had right of inheritance not much
available in the West until the 19th and 20th centuries except for royalty.. Also, the most infamous
practices predated Islam in much of the Mediterranean - the stoning of adulterers was now much
harder to prove that before.It is reading for those who have an open mind and would learn more, for
those who aren't quite sure what to believe after the pervasive toxic climate of criticism. Christians
and Jews are very much at a disadvantage in that Muslims know far more about their faiths naturally
from reading the Qur'an than they would know without significant effort.
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